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From the Editor

A Profile of the Master

Ivirologists
have taken up the role of edition of The Swordsman under unusual circumstances! We engineers are neither
nor epidemiologists but as a scientifically educated and numerate group who are accustomed to the

Professor Gordon Masterton OBE DL FREng FRSE

mathematical modelling of physical phenomena it will have come as little surprise to us to find that the social
restrictions caused by the Covid 19 virus that began during Raymond Joyce’s editorship continue and indeed have
been tightened as winter approaches. Nevertheless, we are a resourceful bunch, and as this edition shows, our
Master, Wardens and members have risen to the challenge of maintaining contact through a lively and diverse
collection of virtual events. To date we have held 13 virtual soirees on a diverse range of topics which illustrate
the broad knowledge and interests of our members. We have maintained fellowship through a programme of
social functions, including wine tasting and virtual suppers. We have had our first virtual technical visit and we
have continued to promote engineering within the City of London. I imagine that few of us were aware of Zoom
before this period started but now most of us will be fluent users. A number of our events are available to view on
our YouTube page, allowing us to reach an even wider audience of members and non-members. Whilst we have
not been able to meet face to face, our programme has reached more members and more frequently than would be
the case under normal circumstances and it may be that we can retain some of these gains when normality
eventually resumes.
It has been suggested that the emergence of the virus has been at least in part a consequence of humanity’s
encroachment on and destruction of the natural world. Many of us will have seen Sir David Attenborough’s
heartfelt documentary “A Life on our Planet” in which he laments the destruction world’s biological diversity and
warns of the implications for our survival. Climate change brought about by our generation of greenhouse gases
compounds the effect. Yet we have seen a threat as scientifically clear and present as a deadly epidemic being
politicised as populist and authoritarian leaders deny scientific facts or attempt to wish them away while
responsible politicians struggle to balance public health with economic and social continuity. What chance, then,
of a coherent and effective response to environmental change, a less present but more existential threat? Our best
hope for an end to the Covid epidemic is for highly skilled and scientifically trained virologists and
pharmaceutical companies to develop a vaccine, a deus ex machina that will bring this drama to a conclusion. It is
likely then that physical scientists and engineers will be the ones who solve the problem of climate change and
environmental destruction by devising technologies that can allow us to maintain our way of life sustainably.
Recent dramatic falls in the cost of electricity from offshore wind farms are, I hope, a sign of much more to come.
Chris Elston

Contributors
My thanks to the following who have contributed articles: The Master Engineer, Jean Billinglsey, Dolores Byrne,
Peter Chapman, Raymond Cousins, Karl Dodsworth, Peter Elliot, Barry Gasper, Mike Howse, Raymond Joyce,
Rod Muttram, Richard Nevard, Colin Newsome, Isobel Pollock-Hulf, Penny Taylor, Tony Whitehead
Picture credits: Cover and p. 6 Tokamak Energy Ltd; p. 6 (ITER) Oak Ridge National Laboratory; p. 10
“Artybrad” (cropped); p.12 Frank John; p.13 Heather Dougherty; p.2) ICE; pp. 21 and 22 the Colin Mudie
estate; pp.23-24 Richard Groome’s family archive; back page Hammermen photos George Mahoney,
photographer.

“Engineering foresight from hindsight”
in Glasgow and honeymooned in Inverness on what
was left - five nights in a bed and breakfast.

A
fter site experience on the Kielder water supply
scheme, Gordon became a chartered civil engineer in
1980. He then graduated with a BA from the Open
University, studying general arts courses, and spent a
year at Imperial College on its MSc DIC course in
Concrete Structures, a year of enjoying London,
gaining social colours, and competing in the
University Challenge team (quarter-finalists, knocked
out by eventual winners – St Andrews).
Gordon returned to Glasgow and to designing
bridges, his first love, and whilst none were on the
scale of the Forth Bridges, he has many bridges
around the country he can show off to his four
grandsons – who remain distinctly unimpressed so
far.

Gordon and Lynda Masterton, Gordon wearing the chain
of office of Deacon of the Hammermen of Glasgow

B
orn within sight of the Forth Bridge, and ten years
old when the Forth Road Bridge was opened, these
engineering icons were working their magic on
Gordon who, against the advice of his careers master
who counselled physics or mathematics, elected to
study civil engineering at the University of
Edinburgh. There was something compelling about
having the opportunity – and responsibility – to make
an impact on the face of the planet with structures
that would outlast the designer!
Edinburgh instilled a love of learning and eclectic
reading and seeded his interest in the History of
Science and Technology (a third year elective) as
well as providing an excellent formation for his
career as a civil and structural engineer spent, very
unusually for these days, in the same company,
Babtie Shaw and Morton, which became part of
Jacobs Engineering in 2004.
A week after graduating in 1976, Gordon married
Lynda. Together since Dunfermline High School,
they spent all they could afford on a deposit for a flat
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By then leading Babtie’s bridges group, he became a
partner/director at the age of 37, and his career
steadily transitioned from hands-on design to client
management and winning new projects. Then 1995
saw Gordon, Lynda and their two early teenage
children, Matthew and Natalie, moving to Kuala
Lumpur, where Gordon established a Malaysia office
from a standing start, and Lynda sang solos in the
Selangor Philharmonic Choir.
Then it was back to Glasgow, and a return to bridges
and buildings, absorbing the equivalent business lines
from Harris & Sutherland and Allot & Lomax and
being asked to lead the Environment Business
Centre. This he and his team grew from £25m to
£100m revenue in six years. After Jacobs bought
Babtie Group in 2004, they magnanimously
supported Gordon in his year as President of the
Institution of Civil Engineers (2005-06), and asked
him to stay beyond the lock-in period as Vice
President, maintaining that one-company career track
until his retirement in December 2014.

H
is last five years were spent on mega-projects,
having won the role as Government Project
Representative for Crossrail (which he served from
2009-12) and then became a board director of Jacobs’
joint venture at AWE, soon taking on the additional
role of Director of Major Projects.
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That took him a few extra months after “retirement”
but after a few pleasant months tidying the garden
and relaxing, a request from the University of
Edinburgh to consider taking a new Chair in Future
Infrastructure was too tempting, as long as it was part
time, and Gordon made that full circle return to his
alma-mater in October 2015. His time there has seen
the establishment of the Centre for Future
Infrastructure, a new trans-disciplinary research
group within the Edinburgh Futures Institute; the
launch of a new MSc in Leading Major Programmes;
and the co-supervision of PhD students and final year
projects for MEng and BEng students – the most
satisfying of all.
In his year as President of ICE, he founded the
President’s Apprentice scheme, where young
graduates spend time working with the President on
issues of the day, and this is still going strong, with
155 alumni. That enthusiasm for mentoring and
continuous learning has underpinned his career.

G
ordon has also served as Vice Chairman of the
Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical
Monuments of Scotland, Chairman of the
Construction Industry Council, President of Glasgow
Grand Opera Society, President of the Institution of
Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland, and Deacon
of the Hammermen of Glasgow. He chairs the ICE
Panel for Historical Engineering Works and also
chairs its Disciplinary Board. He chairs the
Independent Assurance Panel for HS2 procurement.
He is a Trustee of the MacRobert Trust, Deputy
Lieutenant of Renfrewshire, and was awarded an
OBE in 2008 for services to civil engineering. Prince
Charles conferred the honour at Buckingham Palace,
with his first conversational gambit being “I gather
you are a resident of Dyce” (not the case), and it was
only later that Lynda deduced that he must have
misheard his equerry whispering as he turned to pick
up the medal “he was the President of ICE”.
In his year, Gordon hopes to put into practice his
passion for learning from the past, to promote and
enlighten the City and Corporation of London on the
vital role played by engineering to the success of the
square mile, to ensure the Company continues to be
seen as welcoming and friendly to all, reminding us
of the broader meanings behind being a “worshipful”
company, and to help maintain the standards of
excellence in everything the Company does,
whatever the circumstances. Yes, even during a
global pandemic! As he said in his installation
speech. “We will meet again, we just don’t know
where, don’t know when.”
As Master Engineer his theme for the year is
“Engineering Foresight from Hindsight.”
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Developments in Fusion Power
Virtual Soirée No. 3, 26 May 2020

C
ontinuing our series of evening video
presentations, Liveryman Chris Elston covered the
potential and latest developments in the use of fusion
energy for electricity generation. It has been a cliché
for all of our working lives that fusion power is
always “30 years away” and Chris sought to
enlighten us on whether this was still the case.
The evening was hosted by Clerk David and
Assistant Clerk Sandra and was attended by 93
people, including partéêers and guests.
Scientists had been speculating about the intense
source of energy that powers the sun since the
mid-19th century, at the same time as new discoveries
were revealing the earth, and hence the sun itself, was
very much older than had previously been imagined.
In 1920 the physicist Sir Arthur Eddington identified
correctly that it was
the fusion of
hydrogen atoms to
produce helium and
the consequent
liberation of huge
quantities of energy
from relatively little
source material. Sir
Arthur speculated
that fusion could one
day provide mankind
with a limitless
source of energy.
In the 1950s, Soviet scientists began to try to turn this
vision into reality with the creation of the ‘Tokamak’.
This is a toroidal chamber containing deuterium and
tritium gases, isotopes of hydrogen which can be
made to fuse more easily. The gases are ionised,
rather like the mercury vapour in a fluorescent light
tube and can then be compressed by electromagnets
wound around the chamber to produce the intense
pressure conditions needed to cause fusion.
The scientists soon identified practical difficulties
such as creating sufficient pressure for sufficient
length of time to cause fusion and the stable
containment of the plasma within its electromagnetic
‘bottle’. The subsequent development path involved
building ever bigger Tokamak devices with more
powerful magnets. This led to the development of
the JET project at Culham in Oxfordshire and its
successor the ITER device, which is under
construction at Caderache in the south of France.
Even the $20bn ITER device, planned to begin
testing in 2025, would not be a working power

ITER in 2017
station and even bigger devices would be needed.
However, developments in plasma physics and high
temperature superconductors were prompting
privately-funded start-up companies to build
‘compact’ fusion devices based on spherical rather
than toroidal chambers
and with a more intense
magnetic field.
Companies have been
established in the UK
and USA with the
ambition of producing
working power stations
in the 2030s, hoping to
leap ahead of the ITER
concept and at much
lower cost.
Chris also described
another concept, being trialled in Canada, whereby
compression of deuterium and tritium plasma is by
mechanical rather than electromagnetic means.
Subsequent discussion included the materials
engineering challenges posed by intense neutron
bombardment of the superconducting magnets and
the availability of lithium for the production of
tritium.
The evening was concluded by a vote of thanks to
Chris, proposed by the Master, and the customary
toast to the Company.

Liveryman Chris Elston has had a 40-year
career in power station engineering,
construction, operation and maintenance.
He is a fellow of the IMechE and IET and is
currently an advisor to Tokamak Energy
Ltd, a privately-funded fusion power
developer.
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Managing UK Hospitals in the
Pandemic
Virtual Soirée No. 4, 9 June 2020

“Without Lifts, the City of London would
be a flatter place”

O
ur fourth evening virtual presentation was
delivered by Liveryman Doug Ward. Doug’s
professional life has centred around the design,
construction and operation of acute hospitals in the
National Health Service, so he was well-placed to
provide us with insights into the challenges,
logistical, medical and engineering, faced by the
NHS in the current pandemic,
The evening was hosted by Clerk David and
Assistant Clerk Sandra and 54 members, 2 guests and
one associate were able to join for the 6pm start.
Doug explained that many NHS staff in acute
hospitals have experience of dealing with major
incidents such as the Clapham Junction rail accident
and the Grenfell Tower fire but that these were
relatively short-lived compared to the Covid 19
pandemic, which at the time of his presentation had
continued for over 12 weeks.
Medical staff
were redeployed away
from elective to
emergency care,
which in some
cases meant retraining for even
quite senior
doctors and
surgeons.
At Doug’s hospitals, two acute sites comprising the
Maidstone and Tunbridge Wells Hospitals, an
incident control centre was established to manage the
overall response.
Just as in the outside world, social distancing had to
be established but with the added exigencies of
treating many infected patients and at the same time
protecting the hospital staff. For this, a number of
physical modifications were made to the facilities:
walls were constructed to separate newly created
“Red” (Covid) from “Green” (non-Covid) zones
within the hospitals and the size of the intensive care
units was substantially increased, the number of
intensive care beds being increased from 49 to 92.
Acutely ill patients with respiratory conditions
require mechanical ventilation and enhanced oxygen
supplies to support their breathing and this of course
placed additional demands on the hospitals’ oxygen
supplies, requiring Doug’s team to increase system
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Virtual Soireé No. 5, 27 June 2020
capacity from 1,200 to 3,000 litres per minute. In
addition, they had to ensure that power supplies were
maintained and the single-pass air conditioning
system functioned efficiently to minimise airborne
contamination.
Doug’s talk
was well
illustrated
with a
number of
photographs
that gave a
valuable
insight into
both the
‘front of
house’ and
‘behind the
scenes’ response to the crisis
A lively Q&A session focussed mainly on
engineering topics including the availability of
equipment, the prospects for improving air
conditioning systems and the future of engineering
careers in an era of privately financed hospitals.
The evening was concluded by a vote of thanks to
Doug, proposed by the Master, and the customary
toast to the Company.
Chris Elston

Liveryman Doug Ward is Director of Estates &
Facilities Management at Maidstone & Tunbridge
Wells NHS Trust and has spent 30 years in acute
hospital engineering, including 20 years at executive
level. He was awarded a Fellowship of the City &
Guilds London Institute in 2002 for outstanding
professional achievement in hospital engineering. He is
a Fellow of IMechE and IET.

T
he fifth virtual soirée was held as the first stages of
lockdown release were being considered but the
Engineers’ escape trajectory was quite different.
Liveryman Dave Cooper took 84 participants,
including five guests, skywards above the City to
review the history of structures over 100m tall.
We were all delighted and uplifted that Chaplain Peter
had returned from hospital in good health. Peter
invited us to reflect on the “out of lockdown”
environment and consider the opportunity provided to
preserve and carry forward the peace,
clarity, sharing and caring which we have
experienced.

S
t Paul’s cathedral was the only building
to exceed 100m height until Citypoint
(127m) was built in 1967. Old St Pauls
(1310-1666) stood at 150m whilst the
current cathedral stands at 111m.

Tower (now Tower 42) which topped out at 183m.
The recession of the early 80s followed by the exodus
to Canary Wharf resulted in no buildings meeting
Dave’s 100m criterion being built. The 2000s saw a
resurgence in high rise building with 30 St Mary Axe
(The Gherkin) wearing the crown at 180m for eight
years until superseded by Heron Tower (230m). The
current leader at 278m is 22 Bishopsgate which, with
62 floors, introduced the link to “traffic control” in
high rise buildings to deliver passengers to their
desired floors more efficiently. Dave identified the
crossover skills from “traffic analysis” and
“group control” acknowledging the Livery
Engineers who have significant experience
in these areas.
In a very quick view into the future, the
proposed elevation of 1 Undershaft and The
Tulip, to be completed in the mid-2020s are
both 290m structures.

A

wide-ranging discussion noted the
interaction
with
other
engineering
Early lifts were operated by hydraulics
specialisms (security of power supplies,
which limited the extent of rise. As
winching mechanisms improved, the Modern progressive brake rack and pinion operation, impact on
groundwater
during
lift
well
need for safety mechanisms increased. A
mechanism
construction, zero-carbon operation and the dearth of
major breakthrough was demonstrated at the Great
apprentices in the lift industry). The mention of
Exhibition with the first ratcheted breaking
‘paternoster’ lifts raised many sighs of recognition
mechanism.
The rapid deceleration and
concerning the challenges posed by these up-and-over
uncomfortable effect on passengers was known as a
conveyors, particularly favoured by universities.
“crash stop” but remained preferable to the alternative.
Whilst many could recall bluffing the implementation
This phrase continues in the industry today, as do
of a handstand as the cars transit from up to down,
many relating to the early days of operation when “to
there were no volunteers to demonstrate any retained
call a lift” was to lean into the lift shaft and hail the
gymnastic skills.
operator in person.
The optimism of the 1960s saw three structures
constructed over 100m with Drapers Hall being
incorporated into a 30 storey building in 1967. This
structure also holds the record in 2007 for being the
first skyscraper to be demolished in the City. In the
1980s the only building completed was the NatWest

Colin Newsome
Liveryman Eur Ing Dave Cooper has worked all
over the world and his company has been
involved in many of the tallest buildings and most
innovative developments in lift technology. He is
a Fellow of CIBSE and the IET and was awarded
the CIBSE silver medal in 2013.
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Old Oak Common Crossrail Depot
Virtual Technical Visit, 23 June 2020

Project) and Andy Lane (the Head of Signalling for
SNC). SNC-Lavalin Atkins are responsible for
Depot signalling and the site saw the first UK
deployment of their ElectrolLogIXS interlocking
product.
Neil and Andy described their work on this
multidisciplinary design services contract to design
and deliver a modern signalling system fit for
mainline application. The challenge being to safely

while there are many sophisticated solutions to train
break down – which will inevitably occur from time
to time - ultimately the trains can push each other
along if all else has failed. With respect to the
interface between automated systems and humans,
the underlying philosophy is to let computers do what
they can do better than humans and to let humans do
what they can do better than computers – so for
example, train staff are much better than computers at
interpreting the intentions of track-side trespassers.
Overall the visit gave us
an excellent
understanding of the scale
and complexity of their
operations – which
include nearly every
discipline of engineering
and successfully
managing hugely
complex safety-critical
interactions and
interdependencies.

T
here were 50
participants which was
A
s we move further into the “New Normal” the
Company made its first foray into virtual Technical
Visits at 14.00 on Tuesday 23 June, lasting an hour
and a half. For the avoidance of future doubt, the site
is actually at Old Oak Common and not Plumstead –
but this was not a problem as the presenters were
already there and the travel ‘arrangements’ for the
site ‘visitors’ were unaffected!
It had been planned to visit the Depot in person, but
as this was no longer possible Bombardier had kindly
created a ‘virtual’ visit for the Company with a
specially prepared video which allowed it to go ahead
as originally planned.
Following an introduction by organiser Liveryman
Prof. Rod Muttram we were introduced to the ‘visit’
by Depot manager, Mark Coleman.

where industry leading fabricators and fitters build
and maintain the new trains. A new Transport for
London maintenance depot has also been built, with
offices and sidings for the Crossrail line.
The rolling stock is hugely impressive, trains being
205 m long and comprising nine carriages including a
total of 18 bogies with 36 axles – so regular wheel
profiling is essential.
Novel workforce features included this “Tool
Vending Machine” – to ensure reliable management
and thus availability of tools for the workforce.

T
he visit then moved on to a presentation by Neil
Warburton (the Technical Director for the Signalling

The visit also included an introduction to the control
room
manage movements of 12 trains an hour in and out of
the Depot, which is designed to house 42 of the fleet
of 72 trains. There are 30 parallel roads inside the
Depot (which is more than at most main line stations)
and only two main access roads so there is limited
opportunity for delay and also the need to safely
separate site operations from train movements.
With respect to the signalling challenges, the main
lessons learned were around:

Construction of this new Depot for Crossrail (AKA
the Elizabeth Line) was started in March 2012 at the
former Old Oak Common goods yard.

- Stabling of trains and maintaining and
delivering the system in a constrained
site;
- Physical space constraints for train
standage and defensive driving stopping
points (eg the carriage washer);
- The complexity of interlocking
controls, with approximately 900
indirectly opposing routes from and into
the stabling sidings; and
- Interpretation of Mainline Standards for
depot application, and what constitutes
‘acceptable’ for depot operations.

The Depot is the rail head and base for trains that are
completing the line’s fit out. It has a fabrication yard

The visit concluded with a 15 minute
Q&A session, which included the revelation that

Mark had worked with Catherine Lancaster, from the
Bombardier Comms. Team to produce a 25 minute
video tour – entitled “Together We Move” in which
Mark told us about his job, the scale of Depot
operations, the workforce (which has included 160
Apprentices) and the many safety critical elements of
their work.
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the record for a Company
technical visit - other than
during an Out of Town so this was a very
successful event indeed, a
brilliantly enjoyable
afternoon and very nearly as good as a physical visit
would have been. The only shortcoming I am aware
of was the tea and biscuits were a bit disappointing
(in my household!)
The Master drew the event to a conclusion by
thanking the presenters for giving us a truly excellent
visit and promising that a wine tasting would be the
Company’s next virtual event – we eagerly watch for
details!
Tony Whitehead
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According to a Mori survey, “78% of people trust
engineers”.

Virtual Soirée No. 6,
7 July 2020

F
or our sixth soirée, Liveryman Dolores Byrne
gave us a presentation about the charity Foothold
(formerly the IET Benevolent Fund), covering its
background history and the services it offers.
From the founding of the Society of Telegraph
Engineers in 1871, the IET has evolved to what it is
today through growth and merger of over 40
organisations. Foothold and its predecessor
benevolent funds have been providing support for
130 years. It initially supported members, and
widows and children of deceased members, in
poverty.
In 1944, the IEE decided to set up a Homes Fund for
members or dependents who had fallen on hard
times. Following a donation by Charles Speirs, a
purpose-built residential development resulted. The
sale of Speirs House in 2010 allowed Foothold to
broaden their objectives to individuals with an
interest in engineering. It also developed services to
help people and families affected by disability and
those with caring responsibilities.
Foothold helps people across the age spectrum, with
broad areas of support for individuals and families
affected by accident, illness, disability, bereavement,

unemployment and redundancy. Services include
financial advice and legal services, and mental health
and well-being counselling and support. They assist
people with disability and care needs, and the needs
of their carers, and people with autism. They work
with specialist advisors, providing individual
solutions, including grants, and work in partnership
with other engineering benevolent funds.
During Q&A, Dolores said that the charity is
currently supporting about a thousand people, and
they have already seen many more enquiries
following COVID-19.

F
urther information about Foothold can be found at
www.myfoothold.org
Liveryman Dr Dolores Byrne OBE is
Trustee and Deputy Chair of Foothold, a
Trustee of Winchester Science Centre and a
Non-Executive Director of Sellafield Ltd.
Her engineering background is in the
defence and aerospace industry, and she is a
passionate ambassador of STEM careers for
young people.

Virtual Soirée No. 7, 21 July 2020

Professor David Bogle.
David’s talk set out an assessment of the state of
engineering ethics in the UK as the profession’s
public profile grows and raised questions about how
we would like to be and how we might get there.
Starting on a high note David shared a Mori survey
that showed that 78% of people trusted Engineers.
The challenge set to the Engineering Ethics
Reference Group, sponsored by the Royal Academy
of Engineering and the Engineering Council, was not
to consider the operation of engineering ethics but to
consider what these should be. Amongst the thoughts
that provoked comment on the chat running alongside
the presentation was the requirement for rigour.
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David also spoke about the teaching of ethics.
Margaret Ross of the BCS commented “There is a
need to teach ethics on degree courses to obtain
accreditation, but students are only interested in case
studies.” An example cited by IPM Barry Brooks was
the 737 Max. He said it is a good case study to help
engineering (and other) students think what they
should do when faced with the dilemma the Boeing
and FAA engineers (and managers) faced. In another
contribution to this debate Penny Taylor said “When I
teach ethics, it always surprises me how the attendees
expect their company to take the responsibility. So as
long as they do what they are told, all will be ok. The
level of naivety is quite astounding.”

point was picked up by Iain Sturrock and Shannon
Vallor replied “Interestingly, if you look at 20th
century codes of engineering ethics from the US,
Canada, India and China there are striking
similarities. Of course there are cultural differences,
but in the domain of engineering the human needs are
often cross-cultural: human and environmental health
and safety, trust and integrity, etc”
Although having high ethical principles was seen by
some in the post lecture debate as a way of enhancing
the standing of engineers, David pointed out that a

Jean Billingsley

Engineering Ethics - How to respond to Boeing
737 Max, Grenfell and Volkswagen?

S
ome 70 members of the Livery and guests joined
the thought-provoking webinar given by Liveryman

reconcile client funds but without theft, failure to
provide T&C's or fees in advance and that the
equivalent of a poor bedside manner is prevalent.
CIArb breaches, that aren't a criminal matter, often
include matters of conflicts of interest, he said.

David Orr commented: “I have always wondered
when ethics kicks in as opposed to business balance
of risk decisions. For example curtailing a validation
and verification process to meet a promised
delivery…..”. Another contribution was made on the
same point about “satisficing” (the Pareto idea that
80% or the result can be achieved for 20% of the
effort) – “we would like to do everything with rigour
but this is not possible or indeed desirable in a
commercial world.”
Another strand of thought was provoked by the
question of sanctions. Chris Elston asked “Does
anyone know of an engineer being sanctioned by
their PEI for behaviour that wasn’t also a breach of a
law?” A member who has sat on the Professional
Conduct Panels at the RICS, ICE and CIArb
responded that cases he has seen included: failure to

Amongst the guests was Shannon Vallor, the Baillie
Gifford Chair in the Ethics of Data and Artificial
Intelligence at the Edinburgh Futures Institute (EFI)
at the University of Edinburgh, where she is also
appointed in Philosophy. Professor Vallor's research
explores how new technologies, especially AI,
robotics, and data science, reshape human moral
character, habits, and practices. She said that codes of
practice are rarely if ever remembered nor are they
impactful, and that the only way to get ethics and
integrity embedded into organisational cultures is to
have coaching sessions regularly and progressively difficult at first, but gets easier with familiarity.
David also raised the international dimension of
ethics which are interpreted differently when
approached from different cultural perspectives. The

Liveryman Professor David Bogle is Professor
of Chemical Engineering at University College London
and his expertise is in process systems engineering. He
is currently Scientific Vice President of the European
Federation of Chemical Engineers and chairs the
Engineering Ethics Reference Group jointly sponsored
by the Royal Academy of Engineering and the
Engineering Council.

Grenfell Tower after the fire
higher profile invited more (often ill informed)
comment especially on social media.
Another question raised the conflict of interest with
Insurers. While ethical engineers may be willing to
own up to errors an example was given of insurers
telling them to keep quiet to avoid incurring
liabilities.

Ithought
t was clear that David’s lecture had raised many
provoking points and there were enough
questions to continue the discussion for some
considerable time. However, with both RAEng and
ICE events following in the evening for some
members, after thanking David for his presentation
and contributors to the discussion, the Master had to
close the event promptly.
Richard Nevard

“Although having high ethical principles was seen by some as a way of
enhancing the standing of engineers, a higher profile invites more and
often ill-informed comment, especially on social media.”
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“Virtually Rioja: bring a bottle!”

28 July 2020

A History of The Company Sword
and The Swordsman

T
he Engineers’ Company was founded
in 1983 and received its Grant of Livery
and Letters Patent from the Lord Mayor,
Sir Anthony Joliffe, and the Court of
Aldermen on November 1st, 1983 at the
Mansion House. Sixteen of the Initial
Court of nineteen were present together
with a majority of the Court of Aldermen
and many City Officers including the City
Engineer, Leonard Groome, father of
Richard Groome who was Master in
2017-18.

A programme of successful Zoom soirées may have
kept members connected and technically stimulated
during a period when many of our technical and social
events have been cancelled or postponed this year but
we have been missing our many social occasions and
when Liveryman Peter Elliot offered to host a virtual
Rioja Wine Tasting, this was met with great
enthusiasm! Peter is on the committee of Britannic
Wine Club (BWC) and was assisted by fellow
committee member Bill Boyle. BWC is BP’s Londonbased wine club, with approximately 100 members,
that runs about 11 events a year at locations including
BP Sunbury, the Counting House in London, Kew
Music Museum (with Wurlitzer on full sound!) and the
headquarters ship of the Honourable Company of
Master Mariners, HQS Wellington.

Blanco, Rosado, Cosecha, Crianza, Reserva, finishing
with Gran Reserva. A list of all the Riojas was sent out
before the evening so members and guests could spot
something lovely or a great bargain for their next wine
purchases.
Heather introduced the Rioja region and its history,
then focused on each flight of wine basing her

T
he decoration on the sword itself
comprises a pommel showing a circlet of

The guest speaker for the evening was Heather
Dougherty. Among her many qualifications, Heather
is a certified educator for the Rioja region. Heather
was named UK Champagne Ambassador 2018, and is
a member of the Association of Wine Educators, a
member of the Circle of Wine Writers and a judge at
both the Decanter World Wine Awards and the
International Wine & Spirit Competition.

Fifty-nine

WCE members/guests on thirty-two
screens from Ardfern to London and Edinburgh to
Bristol joined the tasting by Zoom. Everyone had the
opportunity to select their own Rioja(s) for the
evening. There was a really broad range of Riojas
chosen, from dusty home wine racks/cellars, through
basic supermarket to bottles from specialist wine
merchants. Many people think that Rioja is just red
(though 90 per cent of the production actually is red!)
The Riojas chosen were organised into flights: Cava,
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In the early days of the Company we were
very keen to build up a store of treasures
including a traditional mace, similar to
those used by other companies. However,
design of a mace by committee did not
work. The problem was solved by Sir
Ronald Ellis, one of the Founders of the
Company, a director of Wilkinson Sword
and a former Head of Defence Sales who
suggested that we should have a
ceremonial sword. The sword was
presented by the Chairman of Wilkinson
Sword at a dinner in the Tower of London
in September 1984.

Rioja in 1769
presentation on the wines selected. The session was
interactive, providing opportunities for questions and
comments on participants’ wines during and after each
flight. This made the evening fun as well as
educational. With the enthusiasm and contributions by
all, especially as the Rioja flowed, the evening lasted
for over two hours and from comments received this
was a very popular and enjoyable event.
Peter Elliot.

sixteen flames. These represent the 16
institutions from which Fellows and
Chartered Engineers were eligible to
become Liverymen and the circlet
surrounds the Iron Bridge. The full
Company coat of arms is shown on the
rain guard or chappe in the centre of the
cross guard. The full coat of arms is
repeated, with the name of the Company,
in the fuller in the centre of the blade.
Decoration on the scabbard includes the
sun and flames from the coat of arms on
the gilt locket at the top and motifs of
engineering skills on the blue leather
scabbard itself. From the locket these are
Tower Bridge, a rack and pinion and a
shovel and pick showing historical skills.
More modern skills of engineering in the
era of 1983 follow showing a satellite,
Concorde, an oil rig and finishing with
Smeaton’s lighthouse from the coat of
arms and a gilded point. The gold and
blue are, of course, the Company colours.
In 1990, when he was Master, Alderman
Sir Francis McWilliams so liked the

sword that he thought it should be
better displayed and presented a stand
so that it could be set in front of the
Master at all dinners and other events.
The names of the first 24 Masters of the
Company are engraved on silver panels
on the base.
Soon after the sword was presented it
became traditional for it to be carried
by the Beadle at the front of the
Master’s procession into dinners. This
also became the tradition when the
Lord Mayor was present and is the only
sword borne before the Lord Mayor
except the City Sword.

IRooke,
n 1985 the second Master, Sir Denis
was keen to have a newsletter
circulated to all members and Gerry
Clerehugh, who was Master in
1993-94, started preparing single
sheets describing the Company’s
activities. The newsletter continued
with occasional issues for a number of
years. However, in late 1999 a few
months after he had completed his year
as Master, David Mitchell, suggested
that the Newsletter should be revived
and, as always happens, was
volunteered to edit and produce a new
magazine. The first edition, which he
decided to call The Swordsman, was
issued in the spring of 2000 with the
Sword appearing on the front cover.
David continued as editor for 5 years
producing 12 issues, all with the Sword
illustrated on the front page. When
David announced that he wished to
retire as editor in a Court Meeting a
few months after I finished my year as
Master, I whispered to him that it
sounded rather interesting. Fait
accompli, and I took over as editor in
2005 and managed to produce 20
editions plus a special pictorial Silver
Jubilee edition. I retired as editor in
2014 when Past Master David Scahill
took over followed by Raymond Joyce,
the current Junior Warden, and now
Chris Elston edits his first edition. This
is edition number 45 and may it
continue and flourish for many years.
Raymond Cousins
Founder; No 9 and longest serving
Liveryman; Master 2002-3
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E-noses: Improving diagnostics by sniffing
Virtual Soirée No. 8, 4 August 2020

A
ctivities commenced with Anthony Parker
introducing a guest from the engineering team of the
Riyadh Metro Project in Saudi Arabia – Durre Sadaf
Sheikh, who the Master welcomed.
Chaplain Peter Hartley then led us in remembering
Liveryman Gwilym Roberts CBE FREng who had
sadly passed away recently, and in prayer for those
who were still shielding at home.
The Master then introduced Professor Julian Gardner
for his presentation.

Jhisulian
thanked Junior Warden Raymond Joyce for
invitation to present and began his material with
his intention to provide an overview of what is
available today.
There was an introduction to what an odour (or
smell) actually is – ranging from simple odours
(small, polar, light molecules) to complex odours (a
set of tens to thousands of different molecules) that
we perceive in air typically as parts per million to
parts per billion.
The human nose is a fascinating mechanism,
containing 1-100 million receptor cells that need 350
genes to encode them - 3% of our genome coding.
Attempts to mimic this began as a concept in the
1980’s and now has an emerging market valued at
>£100M. The basic structure of an E-nose was
illustrated, explaining the principle that it brought
together an array of electronic chemical sensors that
responded to ranges of chemicals with pattern
recognition against a knowledge base to then provide
recognition of odour.
A range of £20k to £100k devices were discussed and
their sensitivities illustrated against both mass
spectrometry (a little ahead), the human nose (two
orders of magnitude more sensitive) and the
‘reference standard’ of a sniffer dog (another three
orders of magnitude still). These included the
Owlstone Medical device, a previous McRobert
award winner.
The types of sensors in use were described and we
also saw pictures of some <£10k devices.
Uses were described, such as monitoring foodstuffs
like cheese and coffee, but with further focus being
on health care, the example being given of an
application detecting eye infection with accuracy
above 90%. Measuring the volatile organic
compounds in breath was illustrated as a rich source
of diagnostic information for many diseases.
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The Patent System

A
nticipating the most topical of questions, Julian
indicated that sadly the devices were not suitable for

Virtual Soirée No. 9,
18 August 2020

mass screening for COVID as their levels of accuracy
were likely to find 48 out of 50 cases in 100,000
people but produce 5,000 false positives.

and sale of common commodities such as soap,
leather and glass.

The presentation ended with a look at where next for
these devices, ranging from use for communication to
wearables and integration within smart phones, where
a challenging cost target for the sensing device would
exist.
The event ended with questions from Peter Liddell,
Graham Barton, Stefan Kukula, Richard Nevard,
Michael Brown and Neil Glover which ranged across
the masking of smells, wearable devices for warning
purposes, forensic applications, industrial process
control, transmission of smells and offshore oil and
gas leak detection

However, under Elizabeth I and her successor James I
such granting of monopolies for particular
commodities became increasingly subject to abuse. It
became common for grants to be made for inventions
and trades that were not properly new. Furthermore,
grants were made to royal favourites for the purpose
of replenishing the royal coffers. Queen Elizabeth I
was proverbially ‘hard up’.

T
he ninth evening presentation was delivered by
Liveryman David Knight under the title “The Patent

A fascinating and very educational topic, with a great
deal of interest and engagement, was soon out of time
and with the Master thanking Julian, we concluded
with the toast to the Company.
Karl Dodsworth

System – why we have it and how to play the Patent
System”.

Professor Julian Gardner has five years’
experience in industry as an R & D Engineer and
30 years working in the field of chemical
microsensors at Warwick University, where he is
Professor of Electronic Engineering. He has
founded a number of electronic nose companies and
has produced over 500 papers, 10 books and
obtained 20 patents.

Definitions

Followed by a... Virtual

Zoom Supper

The virtual Zoom supper after the soirée was the
culmination of weeks of planning and
experimentation by Audrey Canning, Middle Warden
and her husband, John. The task of ‘table planning’,
administering over 50 log-ins and assigning diners to
11 dining rooms was no mean feat!
After a few hiccups for users of iPads, all diners selfcatered for four scheduled courses, effectively
participating in four of the 44 separate dinner party
sessions by the end of coffee and petit fours.
Everyone met up at the end in the ‘Banqueting Hall’
chat room for a general session during which the
Master, Gordon Masterton regaled us with a story of
two Scottish cousins, one of whom was revisiting
Scotland for the first time in 50 years. The Master
described the tour taken by the cousins, including the
Clyde Tunnel, Erskine Bridge and the new Forth
Bridge, before serving up a stirrup cup of laughter.
This successful format was repeated on a number of
further occasions.
Raymond Joyce

The evening was hosted by the Master and the
Assistant Clark Sandra and was attended by 5
guests,1 Associate, 54 Members and partners

The word ‘patent’ has a Latin derivative patere
meaning to ‘lay open’ thereby making public
inspection possible. It is a shortened version of
‘letters patent’ which was an open document or
‘instrument’, usually issued by a monarch, granting
exclusive rights including monopolies, to a person.
This predates the modern version which reads “A
patent is a form of intellectual property that gives the
owner the legal right to exclude others from making,
using or selling an invention for a limited number of
years in exchange for publishing or enabling public
disclosure of the invention.”
The Beginning
The history of Patent Law spreads over some 600
years. It is rich, interesting and anecdotal. We start
with the earliest recorded patent issued by King
Henry VI in 1449 to John Utyman, a master glass
maker from Flanders. John came to England to make
the windows for Eton College. The patent granted
him a 20-year monopoly for the making of stained
glass.
The Tudors and Stuarts - Monarchy set in order
At the time of the Tudors and Stuarts it became
common practice for the Crown to grant monopolies
for traders and manufacturers, including patents for
inventors. From 1561 to 1590 Elizabeth I granted
about 50 patents, whereby the recipients were
enabled to exercise monopolies for the manufacture

Thus it was that in1610 James I was forced by
mounting judicial criticism and public outcry to
revoke all previous patents and effectively to declare
in his ‘Book of Bounty’ that monopolies be banned
but with the exception of new inventions that “be not
contrary to the law, nor mischievous to the State.”
During the next 200 years the patent system
developed with lawyers and judges. Not by
Government and certainly not with monarchs.
The 18th Century - Imposition of Patent Specification
- the First Industrial Revolution
During the reign of Queen Anne patent applications
were required to supply a complete specification of
the principles of the invention suitable for public
access. For instance, James Puckles’ 1718 patent for a
machine gun was one of the first to be required. The
famous patent of Arkwright for a spinning machine
became void for the lack of an adequate specification
in 1785, after it had been in existence for ten years!
Extensive litigation on Watt's 1796 patent for a steam
engine set out the important principle that valid
patents could be granted for improvements in a
known machine.
The 19th Century - the Great Exhibition of 1851 Patent System much improved despite
some growing pains
Significant changes in Britain's patent system took
place in the latter half of the 19th Century due the
demand for patents stimulated by the 1851 Great
Exhibition.
Up to that time any prospective patentee had to
present a petition in no less than seven offices, each
demanding a fee. Charles Dickens published a spoof
in the popular 'Household Words' in which an
'Inventor' visits no less than 34 offices in pursuit of a
patent. Some of these had already been abolished!
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How the Brunel Dynasty Engineered the Future of London
Virtual Soirée No. 10, 1 September 2020
drawn carriages to pass. For cost reasons, there would
be low cover to the tunnel and this would be mostly
soft gaseous ground. The river was a toxic open sewer.
There were severe financial and time restraints.
Perhaps the biggest challenge was the unknowns as it
had never been done before.
We learnt that the key to constructing the tunnel was
Marc Brunel’s patented tunnel shield concept inspired
by the tunnelling method of the ship worm (teredo
navalis). Martin lovingly explained Brunel’s
tunnelling method using a number of original
diagrams and early “PowerPoint slides”. He explained
how the Brunel Shield is a forerunner of most of the
tunnelling shields used today.

C
ontinuing the very successful series of on-line
presentations during Covid restrictions, the 10
th

London's Patent Office was built in Chancery Lane to
meet public concern over this state of affairs. This
was established by the Patent Amendment Act of
1852, which laid down a completely simplified
system for patent applications. Fees were reduced.
A subsequent Act in 1853 brought into being an
Office bearing the almost medieval title of
‘Comptroller General of Patents’. A staff of patent
examiners was established, initially to ensure the
integrity of the inventor's specification.
The 20th Century - Patent Examiners come into their
own
An important milestone in the development of the
British patent system was the Act of 1902 which
introduced a limited investigation into the novelty of
the invention before granting a patent. This required
patent examiners to perform a search through United
Kingdom specifications published within 50 years of
the date of the application. Even with this limited
search, a vast amount of preparatory work was
involved, and an additional 190 examiners assisted
the existing staff of 70.
Searching became the order of the day for Patent
Examiners. To assist, another massive administrative
project was undertaken in 1905 to abridge and
classify patent specifications from 1855 to 1900. This
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resulted in the creation of 1,022 volumes arranged in
146 classes according to subject. By 1907 the
abridgement volumes extend to the first patent to
have a number. Thus: Patent No. 1 of 1617 granted to
Rethburn and Bruges to 'Engraving and Printing
Maps, Plans &c'
The legislation in force at present is the 1977 Patents
Act. This was the most radical piece of patents
legislation for 100 years. The Act sets out to ensure
that the patent system is well suited to the needs of
modern industry, sufficiently flexible to accommodate
future changes in technology, and adapted to operate
in an international context.
The 21st Century has its own particular problems. It is
reasonable to expect patents to be granted for medical
devices, possibly based on biomedical science.
The evening concluded by a vote of thanks to David,
proposed by the Master and the customary toast to
the Company.
Peter Chapman
After graduating in electronic engineering
from the University of Southampton,
Liveryman David Knight spent a few
years in industry before entering a firm of
solicitors to give assistance in patent
legislation. Subsequently David qualified as
a solicitor and has practised in patent law
for over thirty years.

Virtual Soirée talk was given by Liveryman Martin
Knights FREng. The core of the presentation was the
Thames Tunnel, the world’s first underwater tunnel,
covering why it was needed, how it was built, the
enormous difficulties and setbacks during
construction and the use of the tunnel from its
completion to today.
However, this informative, interesting and amusing
talk was much more wide-ranging than that. We learnt
about the history, careers and engineering
contributions of the whole Brunel family, particularly
Marc Isambard Brunel, the initiator and initial leader
of the Thames Tunnel project and Isambard Kingdom
Brunel, his famous engineer son. Martin’s talk also
covered London 50,000BC, London and the river
Thames in the 17th and 18th centuries, the Napoleonic
wars, tunnelling across the world today and the Brunel
Museum. The latter has the marvellous address of ‘At
the junction of Railway Avenue, Tunnel Street and
Brunel Road, Rotherhithe’. As befits a founding
trustee of the museum, Martin was very enthusiastic
about it and the museum is clearly worth a visit.

The Thames Tunnel was constructed between 1825
and 1841 and went from Rotherhithe to Wapping.
Vivid descriptions were given of the problems during
this time. There were 5 major floods and frequent
methane gas explosions. There were a significant
number of fatalities including 6 during a flooding
accident in 1828 during which Isambard was also very
nearly killed.
While the tunnel size was big enough for passing
carriages, the funding was insufficient to provide
access to the tunnel entrances for carriages. Thus, the
tunnel was finally opened in 1843 for pedestrian use
only.

F
or a time, it became a major tourist attraction,
dubbed the 8 Wonder of the World. There were many
th

shops, stalls and entertainments and fairs and circuses.

T
he need for a tunnel under the Thames to transport
goods across the river was vividly described. The
amount of trade using the docks on either side of the
Thames was mind-boggling. In the early 1800’s, there
were 3000 tall-masted ships on the river every day!
The Duke of Wellington was so convinced of the need
for military reasons that he invested his own money in
the project.
The challenges were enormous. The tunnel had to
cross under the river and be large enough for horse-

Route of Thames Tunnel, London
Overground approach shown in red.
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London’s Lost Underground Stations
Virtual Soirée No. 11, 15 September 2020

L
ondon’s Lost Underground Stations was the
topic for the eleventh soiree presented by Past
Master Professor David Johnson.
The Underground today is a collection of lines
previously developed privately and comprises two
types of line: the sub-surface lines of District,
Circle, Metropolitan and Hammersmith & City, and
the second type, the deep tube lines of Northern,
Bakerloo, Central, Victoria, Jubilee, Waterloo &
City.
London’s Underground dates back to 1863 and has
continuously evolved since then, primarily for
economic reasons including the need for greater
capacity, more trains per hour, longer trains, staff
costs and changes in footfall.

Shield-driven construction technique in action
It was the place to be. Following a
deterioration in its reputation due to
prostitution, robberies and other
nefarious activities, the tunnel was
closed and then bought by the East
London Railway Company. Following
further construction work, it was used for
mainline trains from 1869. It is now part
of the London Overground network.
Martin clearly and enthusiastically
demonstrated what a remarkable
engineering achievement the Thames
Tunnel was and why it became a white
elephant.
There were many questions, covering the
whole range of the talk, so many there
was only time to answer about half.

The Thames Tunnel today
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The evening was hosted by the Master,
Gordon Masterton, ably supported by the
Clerk, David and Assistant Clerk,
Sandra. Including guests, 75 people
attended.

T
he talk was followed by a very
convivial and enjoyable virtual supper

The first tunnelled deep tube line, the City and
South London Railway (CSLR), opened in 1890 and
ran between Stockwell and King William Street.
The line was built by James Henry Greathead who
opted to use a cable system, which enabled the
railway to adopt a challenging route, following the
lines of streets on the surface to avoid paying fees to
property owners above the line.
The route map below shows the line leaving King
William Street (on the left) with two parallel

party, attended by 57 members and
partners. It was hosted by the Master
with logistics expertly managed by
Middle Warden Audrey Canning.
Mike Howse
Liveryman Martin Knights, FREng, is a
Civil Engineer, now consulting and
advising infrastructure clients in London,
Germany, Ireland, New York, San Francisco
and the UAE. He was the founder and MD
of an international engineering practice for
tunnelling and geotechnical engineering and
is a former President of the International
Tunnelling Association based in Geneva (a
UN NGO). He was also a working
colleague of our current Master during the
2000’s at the time when Gordon was the
President of the Institution of Civil
Engineers.

Despite this setback, the line opened only four years
after construction started, and by 1895 King William
Street was being used by 15,000 passengers a day.
However, there were problems associated with
electric traction and the tortuous route. In 1900, the
line was extended to Moorgate using new, larger
diameter tunnels and a new station, Monument,
replaced King William Street station which became
the first Underground station to close in 1900, only
10 years after opening.
Wood Lane station, another underground station to
later close, over-taken by modernisation, was part of
the Central London Railway (CLR) now the Central
Line. It was built in 1908 to serve the FrancoBritish Exhibition at White City. The original
locomotives used by CLR were deployed for only
two years as the vibrations through tunnels caused
damage to overhead buildings and lead to costly
remediation work. CLR then became the first
company to introduce multiple unit trains in the
underground.
In 1927 White City Stadium became a venue for
greyhound racing and motorcycle racing. The
underground needed to use longer trains to carry
20,000 passengers per hour into Wood Lane station.
Sliding doors replaced the passenger gates at the
end of train carriages to reduce dwell time at
stations and also reduce the number of men
employed to open passenger gates. Only one
platform at Wood Lane could accommodate the
longer seven car trains and in 1928 this platform
was extended by an innovative solution of using a
moveable section. It was thirty-five feet long and
changed with the points system. It operated 120
times every 24 hours, staying in use until the station
closed in 1947 when White City station opened.
Wood Lane station site is now Westfield Shopping
Centre.

A
cross the Underground network a total of 21
stations have closed, 13 have been re-sited or retunnels, take a sharp turn (a 140 ft radius curve) and
then the two tunnels align, one above the other, to
stay within the limited width of Old Swan Street.
They then dip down under Old Swan Pier (a
gradient of 1 in 130) and traverse the Thames in
parallel again.

named and a significant number of street-level
buildings are no longer in use. But one in particular
has acquired a second lease of life: Aldwych
Station, which closed in 1994, is frequently used in
film making.
Dolores Byrne

Unfortunately, the cable contractor went out of
business halfway through construction of the line,
so the forward-thinking board of the CSLR opted to
use (the then experimental) electric traction using
small wheelbase locomotives.

Past Master Prof. David Johnson is a career
railway engineer, who has specialised in increasing
the capacity of railway systems for the last 43 years.
He is a Fellow of the Royal Academy of
Engineering, the ICE, the IET and the PWI and is
Chairman and Technical Director of DGauge Ltd.
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“In what year was Dick Whittington first elected
Lord Mayor of London?” (Answer at foot of page)

was pledged. The business plan showed no need for
public funding.

City Giving Day, 22 September 2020

T
here was positive coverage in The Times and other
publications and a model was built for promotion.

T
he Lord Mayor’s appeal for 2020 is when the City digs deep into its pockets
and gives to the Lord Mayor’s chosen charities. The City Giving day was 22
September and the highlight was the Livery quiz.
The Company fielded a formidable team led by Penny Taylor and supported by
Raymond Joyce (Junior Warden), Chris Elston, Pete Gracey, Martin Cox and
Neil Glover. The team was kindly sponsored by our Master, Gordon.
The challenges of the technology linking up 139 participants nearly sank round
1 on London General knowledge, but the team registered a very respectable
9/10. Round 2 was a technology round. What a gift! Confidence was riding high
and another 9/10 was in the bag!

Dick Whittington with cat

The third round on music was 10 questions on TV sport programme themes. An
outstanding 10/10 meant that the team went into the last round with everything to play for. The animal kingdom
was, we thought, outside our comfort zone, but Penny has a hidden depth of knowledge on peacocks, bees and
birds that ensured we got another 10/10!
We knew we were in contention for the 1st place but there was a tie-breaker to decide between three teams on a
total of 38. In what year was Dick Whittington first elected as Mayor of London? Pipped by only 50 years! The
answer was ……. And so we came a very close second, runner-up or just plain losers. But we felt we had won, we
had exceeded our expectations and raised the profile of the Engineers!
Raymond Joyce

The Ship that Never Was

Debates took place on a potential replacement in the
Houses of Commons and Lords. On a less positive
note the Defence Select Committee came out against
a sail solution
as ‘old
fashioned’ and
the navy
favoured
something
more
‘conventional’.
In January
1997 then
Defence
Secretary Michael Portillo announced that Britannia
would be replaced but in the same year Labour came
to power and replacement was axed.
Undeterred, David and the team created the Future
Ship Project for the 21st Century - FSP21 - as an
educational initiative which grew into a four-masted,
4000-ton class vessel fit to stand alongside the
world’s other great tall ships as well as perform its
envisaged multiple roles. The previous construction
cost was held and the business plan still showed no
public money needed.

Far from being old-fashioned, the design
incorporated many novel features including flexible
solar cells in the sails charging batteries to provide a
percentage of propulsion, with the possibility to
electrolyse hydrogen for further power and zero
carbon emissions. The structural design used ‘Jeffries
tubes’, named after the designer of the Starship
Enterprise, many composite materials and was
modular allowing UK companies to compete for
sections.

D
avid left the project believing it was supported
and proceeding but 10 months later the company
promoting it went into receivership. The design still
exists and I think we were all left hoping that the
project could be revived. A good use for some
government pump priming?
Rod Muttram

Between 1990 and 1993 Past Master
David Bawtree was the Rear Admiral in
charge of Portsmouth Naval Base, which
included the Dockyard where HMY
Britannia was supported. Told that she was
to be scrapped he suggested a successor as a
Royal Sail Training Ship and chaired a
charitable trust to oversea its procurement
and building in the UK.

Virtual Soirée No. 12,
29 September 2020

Election of the Lord Mayor 29 September 2020

Ifascinating
n this soirée, Past-Master David Bawtree gave a
insight into his personal quest to replace

I was delighted to represent the Master and the
company at the election of the Lord Mayor on 29th
September 2020.

the Royal Yacht Britannia with a ship that delivered
the undoubted benefits of such a vessel in terms of
Britain’s international standing and trade (in which
royal involvement is key) whilst addressing the issue
of covering its cost between royal visits.

Colin Mudie’s proposed replacement for HMY Britannia

The event was popular, with 98 attendees including 8
guests. Our limit is 100 and the Clerk reminded
everyone that they should book on Web Office or risk
not being admitted on the night!

That gave David the idea to combine the roles of a
royal yacht with a sail training vessel to support the
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This would be a much larger three-masted vessel
capable of taking up to 200 trainees but also having
VIP cabins and space to enable state visits and trade
missions. A team was assembled, with Colin Mudie
RDI as the designer and ship architect, and plans
developed and costed, with a validated construction
cost estimate of £80M towards which a £35M gift
Richard Whittington became Lord Mayor of London for the first time in 1397

David started by describing an event he described as
‘life changing’. Alternatives for a Britannia
replacement were being evaluated when in 1991 he
was invited to lunch aboard the Amerigo Vespucci,
the three-masted sail training and presidential
flagship of the Italian navy.

development of young people from all walks of life
and abilities. I can personally testify to the benefits of
such sail training. As a cadet in the 1960s I spent time
on Marabu, a training ketch operated by the Royal
Navy at that time.

As you can see from the photos, some things were
not as before. Reception was in the courtyard, a one
way system was in operation and you arrived early to
be checked through the system. We exited though the
corridors onto Basinghall Street, dispersing into the
unusually quiet streets.
The chairs were well spaced out which meant that the
usual pre-ceremony conversations with those seated
closely around you was tricky, but not impossible.
I found myself seated 3 rows from the front on the
aisle seat. My near neighbours were the Master
Educator Richard Evans, Master Solicitor Robert Bell
and Master Coachmakers and Coach Harness Makers
Sarah Adams-Diffey. We had a fascinating sharing of
ideas of what has worked well in Livery virtual
events but we also realised how much we also had in
common even though we had only just met for the
first time.

There were about 25 people on the raised platform
and about 60 people observing and voting. At several
points in the ceremony we appeared to be acting like
rebellious children in a school assembly. The
instruction was to stand for prayers - nobody did. We
were asked to vote and nobody raised their hand and
then we voted for all three candidates. As a result, the
voting process was repeated after clearer instructions
were given to ensure a correct count of votes. I can
confirm that William Russell was successfully elected
and will be Lord Mayor for a second year.
Not only was it unusual that a Lord Mayor would be
re-elected to continue to serve a second year but it
was done with minimal pomp and a ceremony which
took only 20 minutes once it started. In line with
Covid requirements, we were carefully guided out of
the Hall at about 12 noon. This was much better than
last year were the whole ceremony took so long, we
were all late arriving at our respective luncheon halls.
Isobel Pollock-Hulf
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London Bridge - The Full Story
Virtual Soirée No. 13, 27 October 2020
by a Viking fleet who tied their boats to the remnants
and rowed away. This is one rumoured source for the
origin of the song ‘London Bridge is Falling Down’,
but there were a further two versions of the bridge
that also fell down in the subsequent centuries.

London Bridge c. 1832

S
oirées have become our way of finding out a bit
more about the Liverymen who deliver them and
about the City of London. This soirée was different in
that we not only learned about the various London
Bridges, and about Richard Groome, who delivered
the talk and appeared in one of the photos, but we
also learned more about Richard’s father Leonard
Groome. Len was one of the early members of the
Worshipful Company of Engineers and has a very
fond place in my heart for looking after me at some
of my early Company events, when I didn’t know
anyone and found it difficult to break into
conversations.
The majority of this talk had originally been put
together by Len many years ago as he had effectively
been ‘the client’ as City of London Liaison Officer
when the current London Bridge was built
(1967-1973) and the old London Bridge designed by
John Rennie was sold to an American oil corporation.
Len went on to become City Engineer.

In 1209 Peter de Colechurch built the most
recognisable London Bridge, the one with houses on
it. The construction was started in timber but during
construction they changed a to use stone. In the
centre of the bridge was St Thomas’ Chapel, which
was the starting point for many pilgrims going to
Canterbury. Richard told us about the taxes (tolls)
that had to be paid to cross the bridge, which were
retained by the Bridge House Estates Fund. 100
rabbits had a toll of 1d, whist 1lb of woven cloth
(mostly imported) would have a toll of 6d.

The new bridge under construction

Past Master Eur. Ing. Richard Groome is
a chemical engineer who has worked at the
forefront of the food industry, fast track
equipment accommodation and major civil
engineering projects across Europe. He is
currently Chair of a facilities maintenance
company and a non-executive director of
NW Ambulance and Your Housing Group.
He is a Fellow of IChemE and a member of
the Chartered Institute of Housing

Ithe always
learn some new facts in these soirées and
one that will stay with me from this one was that
in 1722 there was so much traffic on the bridge,
which was only 12 ft wide, that an order was made to
‘keep left’ and that is where our driving on the left
rule comes from.
Overall, Richard kept the 95 members, partners and
guests who attended entertained, informed and
educated before the Master brought events to a close
with the customary toast to the Company. Thank you
to both Richard (and Len).

The new bridge alongside the old

Re-building the old bridge in Arizona

Penny Taylor

It was fascinating to hear how the current bridge was
built in quarters and installed in separate sections, so
that traffic could continue to flow throughout the
construction period – both traffic over the bridge and
under the bridge, the Rennie bridge having been
dismantled and re-built in the Arizona desert. This
must have been a project manager’s nightmare – or
possibly a dream project to have control over?

R
ichard started his talk with a quote from Julius
Caesar and gave details of the construction
techniques for the first London Bridge from AD 50 –
who knew that Caesar was a ‘closet’ civil engineer?
This timber bridge lasted until around AD 800, when
it had fallen into disrepair and finally was dismantled
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The above bridge rebuilt at Lake Havasu City,
Arizona

The new bridge complete, photographed in 1973
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Company News
The Master’s Report

W
hen we were locked down in March this year, I
think many of us hoped this would be a temporary
blip. It has proved not to be so, and we are entering a
period of new and enhanced uncertainty with the
Covid-19 virus.
My challenge this year has therefore not been one of
managing my diary to attend livery dinners, garden
parties and social events, but to identify ways to
maintain the bonds of our fellowship in the absence
of physical meetings, adapting and embracing new
technologies to allow us to fulfil our purpose and to
engage with our members as best we can, whilst
demonstrating our impact and value.
The Clerk, Assistant Clerk and Wardens have been at
least as busy as ever, not doing the same things, but
supporting me in making enforced changes from
what had been so carefully planned and delivering
innovative ways of operating.
The programme of fortnightly soirées on ‘Zoom’
began immediately after Installation. From the
feedback I have received, these have been a huge
success. Many have said it has rekindled their links to
the Company, especially for members who had
already reduced their travelling to London. These
have been highly valued for social, spirit-lifting,
interaction through a time when we have had few
such opportunities. Even after the eventual return to
our normal rhythm, I believe a reduced frequency of
online soirées would be a worthwhile part of our
offering. For me it was important to persuade our
own members to deliver the 20-minute soirée talks.
We are not a PEI and our members don’t join us
primarily for CPD. I wanted to give our own
members an opportunity to share their enthusiasms
by encouraging a stimulating discussion, so that
when we meet again, we will know them all the
better, enriching our conversations.
We set up a YouTube Channel, which you can easily
find by searching YouTube for “The Worshipful
Company of Engineers and which already has online
talks, related material and a video message from our
Affiliate, HMS Prince of Wales. Viewing numbers are
impressive, according to our technology expert
Simon Evans, who has been very helpful to the
Company in streamlining our IT platforms. He is now
actively working through the marketing committee to
improve the website. We are very lucky to be
benefitting from Simon’s deep domain knowledge.
We also launched a new blog page on the website and
there are now 19 blogs, all of them written by
members. The Chaplain, Past Masters, our Associates
and our women engineers have all featured, as well
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as many inspired by the soirée talks and a few
thought pieces of my own.
Zoom has also been used for less weighty but equally
welcome social fellowship – our virtual wine tasting
organised by Liveryman Peter Elliott was a big
success and the Middle Warden’s Zoom suppers have
worked very well indeed, attracting high numbers of
participants.
We ran an online Awards evening, not of course our
usual grand livery function, but we did give five
award winners an opportunity to say what the award
had meant to them, which had never been done
before.
An online event to encourage prospective new
members was held on 15th September and will be
repeated in January 2021. The convenience of online
communication permits this event to be repeated
much more frequently than we have ever done
before, at significantly less cost than a face to face
reception. Despite all the disruption, 2020 has been a
record year for recruitment with 32 declarations by
Freemen and one new Honorary Liveryman, four of
the freemen being also welcomed to the Livery – in
an online ceremony, clothing to be deferred until we
can!
We will be having an online Christmas Dinner with
carols on 10th December at which we will be joined
by the Lord Mayor and Sheriffs.

B
ehind the scenes, the Company has also retendered for our bookkeeping services, which has
resulted in significant future savings, and indeed
improvements. We have also had an excellent
membership survey response and will be reporting on
that soon.
We continue to influence the City of London and
raise its understanding of the value of engineering.
Liveryman Tony Roulstone organised an online
seminar on Achieving Net Zero Carbon Energy
Systems. It is now available to view on our YouTube
Channel. Our ‘Net Zero’ theme resonated very well
with the recent launch of the City of London
Corporation’s blueprint for a Net Zero Carbon City.
The Lord Mayor issued a press release soon after the
George Floyd protests supporting diversity and
equality. My blog of 11th June quoted from that. Our
Company is open to all Chartered Engineers, and we
encourage and welcome all such. But we cannot be
complacent and should ensure that this inclusive
attitude and practice remains firmly built into our
Company DNA. It is, but we must be constantly alert
and mindful.
The Engineers Trust has launched an online
JustGiving page, a useful vehicle for voluntary

donations inspired by our online events, or other
fundraising initiatives. The Trust has suffered this
year through there being no ‘Out-of-Town’ auctions
and raffles, and no annual carol service to encourage
donations. I hope members will recognise this and
still consider a year-end donation.
In lockdown, we can still think and plan for the
future, and I approached other livery companies
allied to engineering to consider launching a City of
London Engineering Hall of Fame with a web
presence that will demonstrate the contribution of
engineers past and present to the success of the
Square Mile. I’m delighted to report that we will be
joined by the Ironmongers, the Armourers and
Brasiers, the Shipwrights, the Scientific Instrument
Makers and the Water Conservators and we will be
announcing the inaugural inductees associated with
the engineering traditions close to our respective
Companies.

S
o, despite the period of lockdown, the enforced
lack of livery dinners and the total absence of
physical opportunities to meet, the Company is
making the best of the situation using advanced
engineering technology to provide opportunities for
the membership to be active and participate. I do
hope that we have done enough to earn your support
for our efforts and that you maintain your
membership for next year, when we will I hope and
believe, return to normal activities at some point.
It has not been the year that Lynda and I had expected
or planned for. But engineers love a challenge and it
has been stimulating and interesting to find ways to
adapt to the situation. I have probably met more of
our members online, more frequently than a Master
would normally have, and this, for me, has been my
lifeline that has kept my spirits up through this year
and I thank you all very much for being there. It has
meant a lot to us.

group, as are many Liverymen, is a serious concern
for both the Almoner and Chaplain. This as we know
means that we cannot meet but also importantly
cannot risk traveling on public transport.
These factors and the original lockdown meant that
this year’s Almoner’s Lunch had to be postponed to
September and again from September to May 2021
and it is not yet clear if the circumstances will be
favourable to hold the lunch even then. This has
seriously affected the ‘fraternity’, which is one of the
Livery founding principles.
As soon as the lockdown was announced, the
Almoner and Chaplain organised our Almoner’s
network to make contact and keep in touch with our
Companions and others known to us. Individual
members of the Almoner’s Group and volunteers
made contact and have continued to speak through
this current situation. What quickly became apparent
was that individual families were taking care of our
companions but a telephone call was much
appreciated. This continues to be the case.

Iactive
work closely with the Chaplain who has been
in some cases where pastoral contact has been
necessary, giving support and conversation. Also, we
continue to respond to the deaths of Liverymen, by
sending flowers to the bereaved spouse or partner.
Clearly, representation at funerals has not been and
for the foreseeable future will not be possible.
We continue to be available when required for
however long this situation lasts.
Barry Gasper, Hon. Almoner

Gordon Masterton, Master Engineer

The Company has been informed about the
recent deaths of the following members:

C
ongratulations to Ms Sarah Louise Haslam,
BEng, MSc CEng FIMechE, Chief Program Engineer

Liveryman John Craik, on 8th Apr 2020. John
joined the Company as a Freeman on 20 Nov 2006
and became a Liveryman the following year. He was
a Fellow of the IMechE and a railway consultant
engineer.

with PowerTrain Product development, Ford Motor
Company, who was admitted as a Freeman of the
Company on 14 October, and was made an MBE in
the 2020 Birthday Honours List.

From the Almoner

T
he current situation we all find ourselves in, with
the second increase in Covid 19 infections, is
unprecedented in modern times. Added to this, the
fact that our Companions are all in the most at risk

Liverymen Gwilym Roberts CBE FREng, at the
age of 95. Gwilym joined the Company shortly after
its foundation, becoming a Freeman and Liveryman
in 1985. He was a Past President of ICE (1986 – 87).
He was also FIMechE and FCIWEM.
The Master knew Gwilym well through the course of
their respective careers and invited him to give the
2015 Smeaton Lecture, following the publication of
his book “Engineering Hitler’s Downfall – The
Brains that Enabled Victory”.
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Liveryman Sir Robert Evans CBE, on 24th July
2020. Sir Robert joined the Company shortly after its
Foundation and became a Liveryman in July 1985.
He was FIMechE and held the position of Chairman
and Chief Executive of British Gas between 1989 and
1993.

I’m most energised in the crossover of sets A and B
of a Venn diagram. During my time at the University
of Edinburgh, I existed in the overlap between
experimentalist and modeller. In my current role at
Foster + Partners, I get my buzz from having one foot
in research and the other firmly in industry.

Past Master Dr Robert Hawley CBE FREng
FRSE on 11 October. Robert joined the Company on
1 November 1985, became a Liveryman in July 1987,
Junior Warden in 2002 and was Master Engineer
2005-06. A Well Engineered Company, which can be
downloaded from the Company website, records his
year of office on pages 86-90. He will be
remembered particularly for establishing the
Engineers’ Trust’s Hawley Award for Environmental
Engineering. A fuller obituary will appear in the next
issue.

I love science fiction – my favourite childhood book
was Asimov’s I, Robot. I enjoy science fiction both
for its vision of what may be and as a sharp backdrop
against which to explore the human condition. The
prophetic Huddling Place by C. D. Simak and The
Machine Stops by E. M. Forster, written over 70 and
100 years ago respectively, mirror humankind’s
current super-connected but, regrettably, at times
isolated existence.

Liveryman Professor Colin Davidson Hon FIEE
on 8th October. Colin became a Freeman of the
Company on 1 September 1994 and a Liveryman the
following January. He had a long career in electrical
engineering education and was twice Dean of
Engineering at Heriot Watt University. He last joined
Company events in July – an Engineering Soirée and
the virtual Wine Tasting.
Liveryman Thomas Barton FICE on 17th October;
he was 71. Tom joined the Company in March 2011
and became a Liveryman the following month.
He was a project director with the contractors
Mowlem, and later Sir Robert McAlpine. His legacy
included many familiar London landmarks, including
the former NatWest Tower, the Millennium
Footbridge and Croydon Tramlink; latterly he ran his
own consultancy. He was a Past Master Pavior,
chair of the Livery Companies Apprenticeship
Scheme and an active Smeatonian
Non-active Freeman Richard Trim OBE FIET
FRIN on 21st September, aged 88. Richard joined the
Company in 1995 and resigned in early 2017 after a
long period of inactivity.

New Liverymen
We are delighted to welcome the following
to the Livery:
Dr Benjamin Ralph
I started professional
professional life as a civil
engineer – following my
father’s footsteps.
However, after an episode
designing for water, I
decided to design for fire
instead. Ever since, I have lived in the world of fire
engineering and fire science–for buildings, tunnels
and ships.
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Thank you to those who made me feel welcome
during my time as a Freemen and I look forward to
meeting many more of you soon, as a Liveryman.

Mr Paul Mayo

with friends and colleagues. I like to watch
engineering and wildlife documentaries specially the
ones which are narrated Sir David Attenborough. I
also like to watch cookery programme specially the
ones from Rick Stein from which I get inspiration to
create new dishes. I also like to read technical
journals to keep up to date with the latest technology
and innovative technologies and products on the
market. I recently sponsored one of my colleagues
who successfully achieved Fellow status with his
professional institution. I try to exercise as much as I
practically can to stay fit and healthy. I am an
Electrical Engineer by profession, and I have been
working on international projects abroad, most
recently in the Middle East ,which gave me the
opportunity to work with people from other countries
and cultural backgrounds. I am not an active member
of charitable institutions, however I try to make
regular donations.

Mr Davinder Singh Reehal

Paul served as a Royal Air
Force Engineering Officer for
21 years. Subsequently, he
continued his engineering
career in the development and
assessment of safety critical
systems, mainly within the
defence sector. He has
operated at board level for
more than 10 years and has
spent the last 6 years building
a consulting business. Paul
has run his Town’s branch of The Royal British
Legion for 11 years, promoting, fund-raising and
providing support to current and former members of
the Armed Forces and their families. He led a Team
that raised more than £17,000 through local fundraising and grant application to renovate his Town’s
War Memorial, which he also from start to finish.
Under his stewardship, his Branch has raised £126k
for the Poppy Appeal. Paul holds both FAA and
CAA Private Pilot’s Licences and, having learnt to
fly in San Diego in 2005 has flown all over the UK
and Europe. He enjoys gardening, keeping active and
spending time with his wife, children and a recent
addition, his granddaughter.

I am Technical Director for an inner London
demolition company. We carry out inner city

Mr Komal Raghobur

Tom Howell

My name is Komal Raghobur. I
would describe my personality
as rather reserved, laid back
and easy going. However, that
does not make me an
unpopular person among my
circle of friends and
colleagues. Instead they appear
to like my company and I do attend social events

demolition work in ‘interesting’ locations. We are
also assisting the MoD with dismantling of redundant
nuclear submarines
in the Rosyth naval
dockyard, including
the removal of the
nuclear reactors. So
you can see my
professional life
presents me with
plenty of engineering
challenges! Outside
work, I am an active
member of my local
Sikh community and
member of my local
temple. My usual activities involve fundraising and
charitable work for the temple but those are on hold
during the epidemic and our emphasis has shifted to
supporting the community during this difficult time
and ensuring continuity of religious services through
online video broadcasting of services.

The Worshipful Company of
Engineers Charitable Trust
Awards 2020
ARKWRIGHT SCHOLARSHIPS 2020-22
Jack Barton – The Marlborough CofE Comprehensive School, Woodstock, Oxfordshire.
Jessica Mead – The Thomas Hardye School, Dorchester, Dorset.
IET ENGINEERING HORIZONS BURSARIES
Eamon Myers
Dylan Patel
Daniel Mellett
Leona Tillotson

Undergraduate at the University of Sheffield, studying for MEng (Hons) in Electrical
and Electronic Engineering.
Undergraduate at the University of Surrey, studying for BEng (Hons) in Biomedical
Engineering.
Operations Apprentice, in association with MBDA, Manchester.
Embedded Electronic Systems Design & Development Degree Apprentice in
association with the Defence Science and Technology Laboratory and Southampton
Solent University (BEng (Hons)).
Nuclear Engineering Degree Apprentice in association with the Ministry of defence
and the University of the West of England (BEng).

THE ROYAL ACADEMY OF ENGINEERING & ENGINEERS TRUST YOUNG ENGINEERS OF THE
YEAR
Sorin Popa
Dr Andrea De Luca
Dr Richard Colchester
Dr Boyang Shen
Amy Wright

Founder, CEO at Stent Tek Ltd (and winner of the Sir George Macfarlane Medal)
Co-Founder & CEO at FLUSSO Ltd
Research Fellow, UCL
Research Fellow, University of Cambridge
Senior Civil Infrastructure Engineer, Design ID
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A final word from our Master
THE ROYAL ACADEMY OF ENGINEERING MACROBERT AWARD
JCB - (£50,000 Prize)
Tim Burnhope FREng
Bob Womersley
Lee Harper
Lee Milward
Corey Smith

Chief Innovation Officer
Director of Advanced Engineering
Chief Engineer Electrified Machines
Design Manager
Test and Development Manager

THE STEPHENSON AWARD

"The biggest gap in our year since March has been the absence of formal dinners when the Master and Consort
would welcome our VIP guests. As a reminder of those happier times, I would like to share these pictures taken at
Trades House Glasgow in November 2018 when I hosted the Annual Dinner of the Hammermen of Glasgow, with
three Masters of London Livery Companies and our own PM David Johnson at the top table."

THE ARMY ENGINEER SOLDIER OF THE
YEAR 2020

Chris Lowther – (Medal & £1000 Prize)
THE WATER ENGINEERING AWARD
James Boxall-Clasby – (Medal)

Warrant Officer Class 1 Natasha Morris ROYAL
SIGNALS (Medal)
THE ROYAL AIR FORCE ENGINEER
OFFICER OF THE YEAR 2020

THE MERCIA AWARD
Lekha Koria – (Medal and £500 Bursary)

Squadron Leader Colin Green BEng (Hons) CEng
FIMechE RAF (Medal)

THE BARONESS PLATT OF WRITTLE
AWARD

THE ROYAL AIR FORCE ENGINEER OTHER
RANK OF THE YEAR 2020

Claire Herbison – (Medal & £1000 Prize)

Corporal Graham Wolstencroft Eng Tech RAF
(Medal)

THE CADZOW SMITH AWARD
Josephine Windsor-Lewis – (Medal & £2500 Prize)
THE LEETE PREMIUM AWARD

THE DEFENCE EQUIPMENT & SUPPORT
ENGINEER OF THE YEAR 2020
Mr Stuart Long OBE MSc BSc CEng RPP MRAeS
MAPM (Medal)

William Naylor University of Warwick, £6,000pa for
three years

HMS PRINCE OF WALES:

THE SERVICES ENGINEERING
UNDERGRADUATE AWARD

THE VICE ADMIRAL WILDISH AWARD FOR
ENGINEERING INNOVATION

Officer Cadet Jamie Molyneux RN (Medal)

Leading Air Engineering Technician (Avionics)
Gregory Snell RN

THE SERVICES ENGINEERING
POSTGRADUATE AWARD

THE COMMANDER MARINE ENGINEERING
AWARD FOR OPERATIONAL ENGINEERING

Major James Buchan INT CORPS (Medal)
THE ROYAL NAVY ENGINEER OFFICER OF
THE YEAR 2020

Leading Engineering Technician Anthony
Weighell RN

Lieutenant Paul Hutton MSc IEng MIET RN
(Medal)
THE ROYAL NAVY ENGINEER RATING OF
THE YEAR 2020
Chief Petty Officer Kirk Roach RN (Medal)
THE ARMY ENGINEER OFFICER OF THE
YEAR 2020
Major Richard McClure CEng RE (Medal)
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MacRobert Award Winners – suitably masked to
receive their award remotely!
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The Worshipful Company of Engineers
Saddlers’ House, 44 Gutter Lane, London EC2V 6BR
Clerk: Colonel David Swann CBE; Assistant Clerk: Mrs Sandra Watts
Tel. 020 7726 4830; Email clerk@engineerscompany.org.uk; Website www.engineerscompany.org.uk
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